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Abstract. High-dimensional highly correlated data exist in several do-
mains such as genomics. Many feature selection techniques consider cor-
related features as redundant and therefore need to be removed. Several
studies investigate the interpretation of the correlated features in do-
mains such as genomics, but investigating the classification capabilities
of the correlated feature groups is a point of interest in several domains.
In this paper, a novel method is proposed by integrating the ensemble fea-
ture ranking and co-expression networks to identify the optimal features
for classification. The main advantage of the proposed method lies in the
fact, that it does not consider the correlated features as redundant. But,
it shows the importance of the selected correlated features to improve
the performance of classification. A series of experiments on five high
dimensional highly correlated datasets with different levels of imbalance
ratios show that the proposed method outperformed the state-of-the-art
methods.
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1 Introduction
In the era of high-throughput technologies, the term “big data” is coined to
reflect the amount of the data increasingly being generated in many fields. The
available data exceeds the ability of the existing machine learning algorithms
to analyse it. The complexities and challenges of data in some fields are re-
flected in the generated datasets. One of these types of complex structures is
high-dimensional data which have a relatively low number samples, known as
“the curse of dimensionality” problem or p >> n. The problem of the curse
of dimensionality has become increasingly common in several domains, espe-
cially in biomedicine and genomics applications. Furthermore, the dilemma is
exacerbated by the presence of highly correlated features and the imbalanced
data problem. In machine learning, many feature selection algorithms have been
proposed to select the important features and eliminate the unimportant ones.
However, most of these existing algorithms follow an individual feature ranking
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approach which discards the existence of the correlated features including SVM-
RFE [9], LASSO [17, 7]. Surprisingly, a few feature ranking algorithms based
on correlated features are proposed in the literature [5]. Feature selection for
predictive models in the presence of high-dimensional and imbalanced data with
many highly correlated covariates is a challenging problem that affects many
disciplines. Initially, researchers were unaware of the importance of correlated
covariates in interpreting predictive models. However, recent studies have been
conducted to interpret groups of highly correlated features to identify signifi-
cant functional modules, to improve classification accuracy, and to reflect on the
semantic components of these features.
Recently, we proposed an ensemble SVM (ESVM-RFE) algorithm [2] for
individual feature ranking in high-dimensional data. The ESVM-RFE uses the
ensemble strategy with the SVM [4] classifier as the base learning model. It
uses the binary SVM as a decision boundary to separate two classes, defined
by solving a quadratic optimization problem. The decision boundary is specified
by a subset of critical training samples named support vectors that lie on the
edge. Ensemble techniques have the advantage of handling the problem of the
curse of dimensionality and reducing the potential of over-fitting the training
data. The ESVM-RFE follows the ensemble and bagging concepts of random
forest and adopts a backwards elimination strategy. Also, it handles the problem
of imbalanced datasets by constructing roughly balanced bootstrap samples or
bootstrap samples biased to the minority class.
In this paper, a novel sparse feature learning algorithm (SFL-ESVM) is pro-
posed to handle the correlated features in high-dimensional data. The SFL-
ESVM algorithm consists of three components: first, it generates isolated feature
modules based on the network structure of the data. Each module contains the
correlated features, and the correlation between the modules is low. Second, our
previous study of the ESVM-RFE algorithm [2] is used to select the most impor-
tant features within each module. Finally, the selected features are aggregated
and again, ESVM-RFE is applied to select the optimal features of the modules.
Specifically, the contributions of this paper are:
1. Propose an effective ensemble feature ranking method using co-expression
networks to select optimal features for classification.
2. Provide comprehensive evaluations of our method on real-world high dimen-
sional imbalanced datasets which show the advantages of our method.
2 Related Work
Feature selection process is considered as a prerequisite step for many data
mining high dimensional datasets including genomic data. It reduces the number
of dimensions by selecting a certain number of features or genes which able to
explain the differences between patients in regards to the type of the disease [14].
In fact, many benefits are observed from achieving a feature selection include
the ability of better understand the data with less informative features, reducing
the complexity and computation time of the learning model, removing the noisy
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features and others. There are three types of feature selection approaches as
defined by Sayes et al [14]: filter, wrapper and embedded approaches. The main
difference among them that filter approach is independent of any classification
algorithm. However, wrapper and embedded use the classification algorithm in
the feature selection process. Wrapper evaluates the goodness of features using
the classification algorithm and embedded performs the feature selection during
the learning process.
Many feature selection algorithms have been proposed to select the impor-
tant features and eliminate the unimportant ones. However, most of these ex-
isting algorithms follow an individual feature ranking approach which discards
the existence of the correlated features. Surprisingly, a few feature ranking algo-
rithms based on correlated features are proposed in the literature. The main two
approaches which proposed in literature that consider the correlated features
are: the sparse models and feature clustering methods. Sparse models including
group LASSO [11] and fused SVM [13] suffer from a correlation bias during the
feature weighting process, because they assign the weights based on the group
size [18]. Therefore, features which belong to a big group may receive small
weights. Furthermore, they are considered as parametric methods which need to
set some parameters beforehand, which is not guaranteed to hold in practical
applications [6]. Feature clustering methods determine the group features using
clustering methods, then select a limited number of features to train the models.
It is reported that this approach may remove the correlation bias [12]. But, sev-
eral issues were found in this approach: firstly, the features are clustered using
the standard parametric clustering methods which needs to optimize the num-
bers of clusters parameter. Secondly, the feature importance scores are unstable
due to a single ranking of the features in the proposed model. Finally, the prob-
lem of class imbalance problem is not handled by the existing feature selection
at the presence of highly correlated features, which may assigns a larger weights
for the features which predict the majority class. Recent work, called the fuzzy
forests method, has been proposed by [6] which uses recursive feature elimination
random forests to select the features from the correlated feature blocks. Fuzzy
forests depends on random forest feature selection which has a high computa-
tional complexity in terms of running time compared to the feature selection
method using the support vector machine [2]. Furthermore, the fuzzy forests
method does not take into account the imbalanced data problem which may
generate features which are biased towards the majority class. A drawback of
supervised clustering methods is that they do not identify the correlated features
to improve the classification performance along with the interpretation.
3 The Proposed Method SFL-ESVM
In this section, SFL-ESVM is proposed as a feature module learning framework.
Sub-section 3.1 shows how to cluster the co-expression networks to generate the
feature modules. Sub-section 3.2 reviews the ESVM-RFE algorithm, and finally,
presents the proposed SFL-ESVM algorithm.
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3.1 Clustering Co-Expression Networks
A very widely used method to cluster the co-expression biological networks is
hierarchical clustering and in particular, the weighted gene co-expression network
analysis (WGCNA) algorithm. The WGCNA is initially developed to find the
relevant biological modules by detecting a network of highly correlated genes
[3]. The gene co-expression network generated by WGCNA can be clustered into
groups of highly interconnected nodes.
The WGCNA uses a similarity function such as Pearson correlation to con-
struct a correlated similarity network between the genes. Then, the similarity
network is transformed into an adjacency network by taking the absolute value
of the similarity network entries and raising it to the power β. This step indi-
cates the strong correlation among genes and rejects the weak ones. Scale-free
topology criterion is used to choose the best value of parameter β. Next, the
modules are identified by searching for strongly connected genes which is known
as high topological overlap. After constructing the topological overlap network
for all pairs of genes, the hierarchical clustering algorithm uses this information
to identify the modules of correlated genes. The WGCNA has the advantage
that it does need to set the number of clusters in advance.
3.2 Review of ESVM-RFE
The ESVM-RFE [2] ranks the features by constructing an ensemble of SVM
models in each iteration of SVM-RFE using a random bootstrap subset from
the training set. Then, it aggregates all the feature rankings as an ensemble
vote. The least important features are eliminated based on multiple votes in
each iteration. This process is repeated until a specified number of features is
reached.
3.3 The Proposed SFL-ESVM based on the Co-Expression Feature
Network
The proposed SFL-ESVM does not consider the correlated features as redundant
which must be removed. For example, in microarray gene expression data, genes
that have either similar genomic locations or molecular functions are assumed to
co-function and are highly correlated [18]. The correlation issue negatively im-
pacts the classical feature selection algorithms which follow an individual feature
ranking process.
The SFL-ESVM algorithm aims to achieve a feature selection in the presence
of the correlated features. It follows a backwards feature elimination method. The
flowchart of the SFL-ESVM algorithm is shown in Figure 1. It is divided into
two phases: an intra-screening phase and an inter-screening phase. The intra-
screening phase is composed of multiple steps: firstly, it constructs a feature
co-expression network which captures the correlation between the features. This
step can be achieved using WGCNA or any other graph clustering method. Then,
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Fig. 1. The flowchart of SFL-ESVM
the modules Mi of the correlated features are extracted from the feature co-
expression network using hierarchical clustering. The screening phase is applied
on each module Mi to filter out the unimportant features. It is known as intra-
screening because it operates on each module independently. For each correlated
feature module Mi, ESVM-RFE is used to generate weights for the features.
This is described in Algorithm 1. It starts with the entire set of features in the
module, and in each iteration, an ensemble SVM is trained by taking bootstrap
samples from the training dataset. The feature weights are estimated using the
absolute value of coefficients of the support vectors for each SVM model. The
estimated feature weights are aggregated from the ensemble of SVM models and
ranked in decreasing order to remove the least important features with the small
weights. Features are eliminated over multiple iterations on each module until a
specific threshold of the number of selected features is reached.
The selected features from each module in the intra-screening phase are ag-
gregated and passed as an input to the inter-screening phase. The inter-screening
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phase in the SFL-ESVM algorithm is to capture the interaction among the mod-
ules. It aggregates all the surviving features from the previous phase and applies
one more ESVM-RFE to select the global surviving features.
The proposed SFL-ESVM algorithm is an appropriate solution to reduce the
correlation bias in the presence of imbalanced data. It differs from other feature
selection algorithms in the following ways: first, it makes use of the ensemble
SVM to reduce the influence of correlation bias, because in each iteration, the
ranking decision is generated from multiple SVM models on different bootstraps
and it is not related to the module size. Second, feature ranking in each iteration
is achieved on equal bootstrap samples to mitigate the effect of the imbalance
class problem. Third, bagging ensembles improve the performance in the presence
of small sample size. Fourth, it uses WGCNA to estimate the network structure
of the data, and consequently, estimate the correlated features. Finally, stability
is targeted by achieving multiple perturbations of constructing SVM models in
each iteration.
Input: training data X
Class labels y
parameter : inter-d ; // Number of selected features between modules
intra-d ; // Number of selected features from each module
b ; // Size of ensemble SVM in each iteration
E ; // The % of features to eliminate at each iteration
bagSize ; // Balanced bootstrap from training dataset
modules← WGCNA(X) ; // the interconnected features using WGCNA
l← length(modules);
for i← 1 to l do
M ← modulesi;
data← X(,M);
; // M is the correlated genes in each module
intra-features← ESVMRFE(data, y, b, E, intra-d,bagSize);
intra-Set← intra-Set ∪ intra-features;
end
selectedData = trainingdata[, intra-Set];
inter-features← ESVMRFE(selectedData,y,b,E,inter-d,bagSize) ;
// inter-features: the surviving features between the modules
using Algorithm ESVM-RFE
Output: inter-features
Algorithm 1: Sparse Feature Learning algorithm (SFL-ESVM)
4 Experiments
In this section, the experimental evaluations on high-dimensional, highly corre-
lated datasets are reported. This section analyses and compares the classification
performance of the proposed SFL-ESVM against the state-of-the-art algorithms
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Function ESVMRFE (data, class, b, E, d, bagSize)
Input: surviveIndexes = seq(1 : ncol(data))
n = nrow(data)
for d← 1 to length(surviveIndexes) do
m = length(surviveIndexes);
survive = m−m× E ; // survive: number of features in the
current iteration
ensRes = matrix(n, b) ; // ensRes: feature’s weight of each SVM
model
for i← 1 to b do
bag ← bootstrap(data, bagSize);
bagClass← bootstrap(class, bagSize);
model← svm(bag[, survivingIndexes], bagClass);
weightV ector ← transpose(model$coefs)% ∗%model$SV ;
// Compute the weight vector
featureWeight← weightV ector ∗ weightV ector ; // Compute
ranking criteria
ensRes← merge(ensRes, featureWeight) ; // Accumulate
feature’s weight
end
totalWeight = rowSum(ensRes) ; // Aggregate feature’s weight
sortedWeight← sort(totalWeight) ; // Sort the total feature’s
weight by decreasing order
sortedIndexes← index(sortedWeight);
surviveIndexes← surviveIndexes[sortedIndexes[1 : survive]] ;
// Eliminate features with smallest weight
end
Output: selectedData = data[, surviveIndexes]
Algorithm 2: ESVM-RFE for feature learning
namely SVM-RFE [9], Fuzzy Forests [6], and Hybrid L1/2 L2 regularization
(HLR) [10]. SVM-RFE is evaluated as a baseline method, Fuzzy Forests as an
ensemble feature ranking algorithm for correlated features, and HLR from the
point of view of a sparse model for dimensionality reduction in the presence
of correlated features. It is important to note that the main purpose of these
experiments is to evaluate the potential of the proposed SFL-ESVM algorithm
to improve the classification performance in the presence of a large number of
correlated features.
Without loss of generality, linear SVM is used as a classifier to evaluate
the performance of the selected features from the compared algorithms. The
performance is measured by the widely used metric AUC under the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. The optimal tuning parameters of the
SFL-ESVM, Fuzzy Forests, HLR and SVM-RFE approaches were identified by
five-fold cross-validation on the training set. The datasets are divided at random
such that approximately 75% is used as a training set and 25% as a test set. The
datasets are z-score normalized.
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4.1 Datasets
The experiments are conducted on one dataset collected from The Children’s
Hospital at Westmead, and four public datasets. The details of these datasets
are summarised in Table 1. The common characteristics of these datasets are
highly dimensional, highly correlated, have a small number of samples and some
of them are imbalanced. A stratified random sampling function (stratified) in R
is applied on the evaluated datasets to split the data into a training and testing
set, with a quarter of the dataset considered as a testing set and the reminder
as a training set.
Table 1. Datasets
Dataset #Attributes #Instances Source
Childhood Leukaemia 22277 60 TB-CHW
DLBCL-FSCC 7129 77 [15]
Prostate cancer 6033 102 [16]
ALL/AML 7129 73 [8]
Breast cancer 8141 295 [19]
4.2 Results and Discussion
The goal of this section is to evaluate the performance of the selected features
from the compared algorithms on the real-world datasets. In the following exper-
iments, for a fair comparison of all algorithms, the AUC accuracy is estimated
using the .632+ bootstrap method [1] with 100 bootstrap samples. For each
bootstrap sample, AUC accuracy is obtained on the test dataset.
Figure 2 shows the AUC evaluated on the test dataset across a different
number of features. The figures present the results of up to 100 features because
the evaluated datasets contain a small number of samples which needs a small
number of features to avoid over-fitting. As shown in Figure 2, the proposed
SFL-ESVM algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art feature selection meth-
ods in most feature sets in all datasets. The AUC classification performance is
further investigated based on the best number of selected features. As shown in
Table 2, several statistical measures are included, namely minimum, maximum,
first quartile, third quartile, median and mean on 100 bootstrap samples on the
test data. For example, as shown in Table 2 for the DLBCL-FSCC dataset, the
best AUC is achieved for the compared algorithms: SFL-ESVM, Fuzzy Forest,
HLR and SVM-RFE is 50, 74, 74, and 78 features respectively. This clearly
shows that the proposed algorithm achieves better results than the compared
algorithms using different statistical measures. Furthermore, the proposed algo-
rithm SFL-ESVM obtained the best accuracy results compared to the others
with a small number of features in most datasets, which leads to less compu-
tational complexity during the training process. It can also be observed that
the classification results of the SFL-ESVM algorithm tend to be stable after in-
creasing the selected features above approximately 50 features in the evaluated
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datasets. This indicates the stability and capability of SFL-ESVM to select a
lower percentage of features and realise good accuracy results.
On the other hand, the experimental results indicate that the feature selec-
tion methods that handle correlated features such as the proposed SFL-ESVM,
Fuzzy forest, and HLR, perform better than SVM-RFE which does not consider
the correlated features and achieves individual feature ranking. Therefore, it
demonstrates the importance of handling correlated features in high-dimensional
datasets to improve the performance of the classifiers. Finally, a statistical t-test
is also conducted between the vector results of the proposed algorithm against
state-of-the-art methods under the null hypothesis that AUC on vectors of the
used method is not significantly different to SFL-ESVM. The p-value is lower
than 0.05 which rejects the null hypothesis.
Table 2. The quartile and mean values of AUC accuracies of the compared
algorithms on the evaluated datasets at the best number of features.
Dataset Method Min 1st Qu Median Mean 3rd Qu Max Best Features
Childhood
leukaemia
SVM-RFE 0.250 0.400 0.500 0.509 0.600 0.800 64
Fuzzy Forest 0.250 0.387 0.450 0.448 0.500 0.700 48
HLR 0.081 0.331 0.381 0.370 0.431 0.681 30
SFL-ESVM 0.500 0.600 0.700 0.692 0.750 0.850 24
DLBCL
-FSCC
SVM-RFE 0.585 0.741 0.811 0.797 0.848 0.904 78
Fuzzy Forest 0.647 0.743 0.810 0.800 0.854 0.897 74
HLR 0.679 0.834 0.904 0.891 0.942 0.997 74
SFL-ESVM 0.833 0.900 0.966 0.939 1.00 1.00 50
Prostate
SVM-RFE 0.562 0.601 0.639 0.639 0.678 0.716 64
Fuzzy Forest 0.744 0.783 0.821 0.829 0.860 0.898 68
HLR 0.690 0.730 0.730 0.745 0.769 0.807 74
SFL-ESVM 0.807 0.884 0.884 0.886 0.923 0.923 34
Breast
SVM-RFE 0.505 0.659 0.710 0.701 0.738 0.818 24
Fuzzy Forest 0.471 0.544 0.624 0.618 0.669 0.760 30
HLR 0.462 0.570 0.633 0.618 0.678 0.741 70
SFL-ESVM 0.556 0.677 0.727 0.716 0.772 0.818 30
ALL/AML
SVM-RFE 0.683 0.754 0.754 0.784 0.826 0.826 32
Fuzzy Forest 0.804 0.834 0.876 0.859 0.876 0.905 50
HLR 0.800 0.800 0.841 0.827 0.841 0.871 68
SFL-ESVM 0.815 0.928 0.958 0.953 1.00 1.00 46
A further investigation is made of the selected features using the proposed
SFL-ESVM from the ALL/AML dataset to see if the proposed algorithm can
define separated clusters based on ALL and AML class outcomes. To do this,
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is applied to the original ALL/AML train-
ing set using all the features and project the testing samples using the first three
principal components. Then, the testing samples are visualised with different
shapes for the ALL and AML samples. A similar process is applied on the train-
ing set with the top 46 features selected by the proposed SFL-ESVM feature
selection algorithm. Without loss of generality, the top 46 features are used in
these figures. As shown in Figure 3, it is clear that the clusters of the ALL
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(a) SFL-ESVM (b) HLR
(c) Fuzzy Forest (d) SVM-RFE
Fig. 2. Classification performance comparison between algorithms evaluated on
Childhood Leukaemia dataset using the 0.632+ bootstrap method with 100 boot-
strap samples across a different number of features
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and AML classes in Figure 3b are well separated compared to the clusters in
Figure 3a, which overlap. This example confirms that efficacy of the proposed al-
gorithm to select the optimal features in the presence of complex datasets which
importantly, are able to explain the differences between different classes.
(a) SVD using all features (b) SVD using the top 46 features selected
by SFL-ESVM
Fig. 3. SVD on ALL/AML dataset to show the clusters of ALL and AML pa-
tients. Black=ALL, red=AML, circle=training samples, and triangle=testing
samples
5 Conclusion
This paper proposed a novel algorithm to select the best features in the presence
of highly correlated features that improves the classification performance. The
proposed SFL-ESVM does not consider the correlated features as redundant,
rather it selects the top correlated features from each feature module using the
ESVM-RFE algorithm. Then, it aggregates all features from different modules
and again applies ESVM-RFE to rank the combined features. The proposed
algorithm can improve the classification accuracy in the presence of very complex
datasets. These datasets contain high-dimensional, highly correlated features
and a low number of samples. Extensive experiments are conducted on different
datasets. Our results show the high-performing quality of the proposed method
on benchmark datasets which outperformed the-state-of-the-art methods.
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